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DESIGNED TO BE 
DIFFERENT
‘“As a garden designer and horticulturalist with 25 years experience 

of building gardens for prestige commercial and residential 

projects, I realised that there was a demand for a flexible system 

that created the look of beautiful vertical green-wall planting 

without the hassle of using real plants that require natural light or 

ongoing maintenance.

‘We approached the challenge to create a product that is not 

only as good as a natural wall, but better. Developing our unique 

system has ensured that Vistagreen is the number one artificial 

vertical garden solution.

‘Our easy-to-fit panels have been designed to give a totally 

random effect that mimics the look of natural foliage, but requires 

minimal maintenance. To customise the look, we also offer Colour 

Boxes that allow you to dress walls with individual plants to create 

stunning visual effects, giving you absolute creative freedom. 

Our flexible system means that every wall you create can be as 

individual as your imagination…”

Paul Alder

“Vistagreen is the product 
designers have been 
demanding to be able to 
create a beautifu l natural 
look in any environment.”

After studying decorative horticulture, multiple 

award-winner Paul Alder has worked in 

horticulture and garden design for 25 years, 

beginning his career with the Royal Parks at 

Kensington Gardens and Regents Park.

Paul started his own garden-design business at 

the age of 24, and won his first National award 

in 1993 - the British Association of Landscape 

Industries (BALI) Overall Design and Build 

award. He has gone on to win multiple Gold, 

Silver Gilt and Silver Awards at Chelsea Flower 

Show and Hampton Court Flower Show, and as 

well as further awards from the Association of 

Professional Landscapers (APL) and BALI.

Through his horticultural and landscape  

career, he has undertaken numerous 

private commissions for celebrity clients 

and prestige projects throughout the UK 

and abroad.

http://vistagreen.com
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Our Philosophy

At Vistagreen, we are driven by the passion to create inspiring, uplifting environments that will enhance and 

enrich everyday life. We seek to engage our customers to be co-creators with us in developing vibrant living 

and working spaces infused with the spirit of nature. Our aim is to design and manufacture the most beautiful 

artificial green walls in the world, using only the highest quality materials and retailed at reasonable prices. 

We constantly innovate to ensure that our products are an exciting blend of high style with simplicity of 

function. To offer as many options as possible, our designed solutions to practical greening are exceptionally 

customisable, allowing customers to refresh their surroundings in their own unique way.

OUR PRODUCTS

Our Signature Panels of hyper-realistic foliage are beautiful, hassle-free to maintain and come at a fraction 

of the cost of living plants. They come in packs of three co-ordinating panels that give the seamless random 

look of real foliage and are easily installed with our clever wall-fixing system. These Signature Panels can be 

customised if desired with our Colour Box selections of Lavenders (blue), Snow Balls (white) or Grasses and 

Mixed Plants (green) to create a personalised look, depending on mood and preference.

OUR TEAM

Our highly experienced and dedicated team are committed to making the whole world beautiful, one panel 

at a time. Their passion, skills and knowledge are central to the success of the company!

Our London-based Design team combine over 25 years of design and landscaping practice and a love of 

horticulture to make Vistagreen’s Signature Panel and Colour Boxes the best artificial greening solutions for 

interior and exterior spaces in the world.

Our Production and Sales teams are committed to delivering product excellence and quality assurance while 

making customer service and satisfaction their top priority.

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com

http://vistagreen.com
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Why Choose Us?

Vistagreen’s designers have worked hard to capture the exact colours, shadings, dimensions and movement 

of real plants. Our ultra-realistic foliage can be personalised with additional Colour Box selections in a variety 

of stunning plant mixes that can be combined to create a bespoke artificial ‘living wall’. Each Signature 

Panel seamlessly connects to the next, both visually through the organic design and through the physical 

installation method.

DESIGNED TO LAST
Our artificial green walls are designed to stand up to even the most challenging conditions – as demonstrated 

by our recently completed commission for Heathrow VIP at Terminal 5. In an airport environment, air pollution, 

exposure to full sun, and the constant wind create harsh conditions for living plants to grow well. Airport 

designers usually leave out any serious planting or extensive greening, due to the high risk of plant failure. 

With hardy naturalistic foliage UV tested to minimise fading, plus steel grid panels. VistaGreen’s artificial green 

wall systems provided a robust and attractive alternative to real planting in this exposed location.

EASy TO INSTALL
Vistagreen’s cost-effective and maintenance-free green wall solutions are quick and easy to install. For 

example, a breath-taking artificial green wall can be set up in only a day, transforming a luxurious courtyard 

recreation area in a domestic terrace. Our panels fit effortlessly onto most surfaces with our cleverly designed 

wall-fixing system, and can be easily maintained using a microfiber duster or light pressure water from a 

garden hose.

5 REASONS TO CHOOSE VISTAGREEN

● Beautiful, ultra-realistic greenery to rival the real thing

● Customise with our unique Colour Box system

● Unique fixing system allows easy installation and cleaning

● Fire rating suitable for interior placement

● All environments and weathers (UV stable, wind and freeze tested)

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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Case Studies

MAqAM CENTRE 

Case Studies

The Maqam Centre is a project by yusuf Islam Foundation, a not-for-profit organisation. It 

provides a place for contemplative and creative expression where the community at large, 

professionals, academics and artists can meet and interact. Vistagreen was chosen to supply 

greenery that complemented the modern design.

DESIGN SOLUTION
Vistagreen supplied a solution which worked with the limited space and provided key focal 

points to the reception and communal areas. The simple unobtrusive nature of the Vistagreen 

product was the perfect choice to accentuate the uncluttered nature of the design. 

PRODUCTS USED:
80 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 8 x Colour Boxes.
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FUSION RESTAURANT - THE LAKE RESORT,
Portugal

The Restaurant in Vilamoura Algarve was designed by ANDRINGA & LACASTA. They were 

responsible for restyling the restaurant and they wanted to create a special focal point to 

compliment the  modern interior designed space. They wanted greenery to balance the feel 

inside. Wonder wall a company based in Lisbon Portugal run by Joao Miguel Salgueiro who are 

the appointed Vistagreen stockist in Portugal were chosen to supply and install the Vistagreen 

artificial green wall.

DESIGN SOLUTION
Joao Salgueiro was involved at the very beginning of the design process and was able to work 

with the designers to create this very attractive green wall. The designers used concealed 

lighting to make the wall look as though it was in an outside space. The Signature panel was 

used without any additional foliage. 

PRODUCTS USED:
18 x 80cm x 80cm UV Signature Panels.

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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This project illustrates the potential of artificial green walls as a viable alternative to real 

planting, particularly in a location where living fauna would struggle. The severe environmental 

conditions at airports, with toxic emissions that damage foliage and lead to soil and water 

acidification; full sun and wind velocity, coupled with the need for special water systems and 

garden maintenance, make living planting highly impractical. Real planting can also be limiting 

in terms of the species that are suited to that specific environment, and will often have to be 

updated from season to season to keep the displays looking full and healthy. Artificial greenery 
gives a much wider array of choices that can be designed to be appropriate all-year round. 
Vistagreen’s revolutionary product, which is assembled by hand on lightweight steel-wire panels 

that can be easily attached to wall surfaces, offers architects a fresh new functional cladding 

option. Green screening is a great way to liven up dull spaces with minimum space wastage. But 

whilst real planting would leave a gap between the wall and the planters, our solution allows it 

to be fixed directly onto the concrete, so it doesn’t encroach on the pavement.

PRODUCTS USED:
Vistagreen panels with a combination of grasses, ferns and flowers – 

buxus, seeds and eucalyptus.
150 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 15 Colour Boxes

16 17

VIP ENTRANCE, HEATHROW AIRPORT T5

Artificial greenery is th perfect solution where real 
planting would struggle to survive

Heathrow VIP, the elite service offered by Britain’s busiest airport, offers personal check-ins, 

luxury transfers and a dedicated terminal for heads of state, celebrities and premium travellers. 

The entrance needed to reflect the status of these high-status guests, as well as softening the 

existing concrete and steel façade. To achieve this, Vistagreen created a bespoke green wall 

combining a wide range of plants with lush, international appeal to enhance the luxurious 

image of the elite private lounge, and set a new standard for airport design features.

DESIGN SOLUTION

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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HILTON DOUBLETREE HOTEL, 
Kingston, Surrey

The brief for this project was to hide all the air-conditioning units in the inner courtyard of the 

hotel, in which premium rooms looked directly out on to air-conditioning units that were 3.5m 

high and really noisy when running. Vistagreen was asked to design a wall that was at least 4m 

high to obscure the view, but also allow access for maintenance of the machinery. We designed 

a timber-framed structure which we clad with Vistagreen Signature Panels, adding additional 

foliage from our Colour Boxes to create larger drifts of grasses and foliage with a small smash of 

colour from some delicate light green/yellow flowers. The green wall also provided an acoustic 

benefit, as it lowered the noise level of the air-conditioning units.

Above all, the wall had to look attractive all year round to create a calming and tranquil view 

from the hotel bedrooms and corridors. Instead of being less-attractive rooms with an unsightly 

view, these are now premium rooms looking out on to a beautiful green wall. This solution could 

never had been achieved with real plants due to the site location, weight, maintenance and 

above all cost, and overall resulted in a better-looking wall than could have ever have been 

achieved with real plants.

DESIGN SOLUTION
This was a difficult site as the air-conditioning units were sited on the roof of the inner courtyard, 

creating an unsightly view from all the bedrooms. The client needed a solution that was both 

lightweight and fit for purpose. The timber structure could not be anchored into the roof, so 

timber sleepers were laid onto the polystyrene layer and aluminium supports attached to the 

fixings holding the air-conditioning units in place. A treated softwood frame could be then built 

to support the panels. The Vistagreen panels weigh approximately 7kg, making them perfect for 

the project. The added advantage is that air can flow through the panels and they dry out really 

fast after any rainfall, which means they don’t add any extra weight to the timber frame. We also 

designed two doors into the structure to give the maintenance team of the hotel easy access. 

PRODUCTS USED:
172 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 15 x Colour Boxes.

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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NOTTING HILL TERRACE, LONDON

The owners of this residential Notting Hill property were looking for a way to bring a touch of 

colour to their city terrace, without losing valuable space. Vistagreen’s artificial living wall system 

proved to be the ideal solution, cladding their high concrete walls with lush greenery without 

encroaching on the seating area. 

DESIGN SOLUTION
In accordance with the architect’s vision, the green wall was continued through mirrored bi-

folding doors into the property itself, creating a panoramic sweep of foliage that gave the illusion 

of increased space, while setting off the contemporary chic design of this small urban garden.

The artificial green walls, enhanced with bursts of blues and lavenders from our unique Colour 

Boxes, lent spaciousness and light to the outdoor room, while softening the hard modern lines 

of its design. Where real planting would require space for a watering system, our custom panels 

fit snugly against the wall, while allowing water to percolate behind them to prevent damp. Plus, 

their lightweight design means they can be easily fitted without damaging the existing structure 

or requiring planning permission.

PRODUCTS USED:
62 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 6 x Colour Boxes.

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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ONE EMBANKMENT

Vistagreen created an eye-catching frontage for One Embankment, the fashionable events venue 

underneath Waterloo Bridge in central London. Lush, naturalistic foliage created a refreshing 

contrast to the surrounding grey, industrial architecture, providing a welcome green perk-up to 

pedestrians and commuters passing under the bridge on this busy walkway, as well as to party 

goers attending this prestigious venue. 

DESIGN SOLUTION
This project demonstrates the distinct advantages of artificial greening for certain environments 

where real planting poses many difficulties. Lack of natural sunlight combined with a busy, 

high-traffic environment make Vistagreen’s maintenance-free panels the sensible, attractive 

greening alternative for this challenging location. 

PRODUCTS USED:
32 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 3 x Colour Boxes. 

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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The curved designs on this new modern extension to the Glasgow shopping centre presented a 

huge challenge, where the landscape architects specified Vistagreen on order to be able to put 

greenery on the side elevations on this very windswept site. The finished effect needed to look 

natural through all seasons in Scotland, yet also be robust enough to withstand the exposed site 

and unusual arc of the planting surface.

DESIGN SOLUTION
The Vistagreen system is versatile enough to be able to bend into shape to overcome the chal-

lenge of attaching the product to the curved structure of the building. Using our own unique 

fixings, the building contractors were able to attach aluminium strips at four points to securely 

anchor the planting, and the light weight of the panels meant that any potential weight issues 

were overcome. The speed at which our panels can be fixed meant that the planting could be 

installed quickly and efficiently towards the end of the project. 

Vistagreen’s lush foliage looks natural in all seasons in Scotland. The mix of 15 different species 

meant the greenery had a lot of variety from tall grasses to broader leaf shapes to tiny white 

flowers that will not look out of place in the winter months or mid-summer. Because of the way 

the panels are made, they give the appearance of a natural-looking growing pattern and when 

the wind blows through the foliage it looks alive.

PRODUCTS USED:
210 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 22 x Colour Boxes. 

GLASGOW FORT

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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This popular casino in Westfield Stratford shopping centre wanted to create 

a warm, comfortable rooftop enclave to capitalise on its breathtaking views 

of the Olympic Stadium. A space was needed to allow clientele to relax. The 

brief was to create a tropical feel in an urban environment, so as space was 

minimal the columns were clad to create foliage pillars. A key reason for 

choosing Vistagreen was that it would be virtually impossible to have any 

real plants grow in this exposed space.  

DESIGN SOLUTION
The windswept environment and structural considerations made 

installation a technical feat. We made use of heavy-duty industrial adhesives 

to create a leafy vertical wall softening the hard, contemporary architecture 

of the roof terrace. The steel columns with clad with timber and dressed with 

our luxuriant Signature Panels, brightened with pops of Colour Box foliage. 

The result was an inviting, cozy outdoors oasis that casino patrons can enjoy 

and relax in.

PRODUCTS USED:
80 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 10 x Colour Boxes. 

ASPERS CASINO

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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BASEMENT LIGHT WELL, WEST LONDON

The client refurbished the property and created an inner light well that had to have access 

to street level, which meant that the in situ access ladder had to remain in place. The lower 

basement rooms looked out onto this space and it had to be improved, otherwise the views 

from the inner space would be uninspiring. The client wanted to create an inner garden that 

incorporated the access ladder into the overall scheme. Although the wall space in the light 

well was large, the floor space was very restricted, so additional foliage in pots could not be 

accommodated as well as seating. The only option was to create a wall display. Trying to 

achieve this with real plants would not have been possible, and to attempt to incorporate the 

access ladder into a green-wall feature using artificial plants would be challenging.   

DESIGN SOLUTION
The only answer for this difficult space was to produce a bespoke solution by cutting the panels 

on site and customising them to the wall, working around each rung of the access ladder and 

other in situ pipework. Because the Vistagreen system is so versatile, this was relatively easily 

achievable with the help of our experienced design team. The Vistagreen Signature panels can 

be cut down to 100mm strips, which were ideal for the small spaces between the pipes. Any gaps 

between the grids were filled with extra foliage from the additional Vistagreen Colour Boxes, 

which enhanced the lush green effect. The project was completed quickly and the final result 

was stunning - far better than any real plant display as it looked organic with the plants weaving 

between the pipes. The staircase looked like a modern piece of art work when incorporated in 

to the display, rather than a functional necessity.

PRODUCTS USED:
18 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 3 x Colour Boxes 

41
GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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FURNITURE STORE

The well-known Barkers Furniture Store in Northallerton, North yorkshire, was looking for a 

unique way to make the new extension of their building stand out. In this project, the design was 

in place before the architects had the means to create it, and Vistagreen was the only product 

on the market that could fulfill their vision. With our lightweight, customisable green wall panels, 

Vistagreen added a touch of nature to soften the existing hard architectural lines of the building, 

and brought a feeling of delight and tranquility to this retail environment.

DESIGN SOLUTION
Using Vistagreen’s realistic foliage panels, a 100m² artificial green wall was created, with a 

luxurious mixed tapestry of colour to bring the retail space to life. Fitted behind the staircase 

from the lower to upper level, the wall is an eye-catching and unmissable feature from either 

level, creating a journey around the store for customers. The relaxing green space juxtaposes 

perfectly with the industrial look of other parts of the store, creating a modern aesthetic, and the 

perfect backdrop to showcase the company’s beautiful products.

Due to the location of the green wall and the ongoing construction of the new wing, this 

impressive green wall had to be fitted within a tight timeframe, which would have been 

impossible with a living wall system. Our quick-fitting solution allowed the wall to go up quickly, 

and meant that once it was in place the stairs could immediately follow, without needing time 

for the plants to ‘settle’ and establish. Plus, there was no need for a watering system or further 

maintenance – it could simply be left alone for a lush idyllic display all year round

PRODUCTS USED:
160 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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ALL SAINTS SCHOOL, EAST LONDON 

Initially, All Saints Catholic School in Dagenham made a fine green statement by dressing up 

the main school facade with living green cladding. The beautiful band of foliage running across 

the frontage was a striking design element, if not a worthy sustainability initiative. However, two 

years on, irrigation issues had led to plant failures and an unsightly mess.  It became apparent to 

all that a lush, living wall entailed some dedicated maintenance outlay. Not wanting to give up 

on the concept of the green idea, the school commissioned Vistagreen to recreate the wall with 

our ultra-realistic plant mixes. A fresh, new swathe of lively green soon greeted children starting 

another school day, much to their delight. 

DESIGN SOLUTION
This project highlights how artificial green wall systems eliminate burdensome living-green wall 

upkeep while providing all of the aesthetic and softening effects. With no complicated irrigation 

mechanisms prone to failures, the building facade is assured of an everlasting green backdrop 

for all to enjoy.

PRODUCTS USED:
25 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels.

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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Our lush green wall wonderfully complemented the sleek, contemporary lines of this chic and 

sophisticated garden, creating an amazing outdoors space for relaxation and entertainment. 

The landscape architects wanted to play off the soft, organic features of a vertical garden with 

the hard-edged patterns of the curved stone wall. Vistagreen’s supple and rich foliage provided 

the perfect artificial greenery to balance the ultra-modern stone cladding. The brightness of the 

environment leant itself to using splashes of colour to introduce a Californian feel.

DESIGN SOLUTION
The creative solution was to balance the strong architectural design of the opposing wall with 

foliage that had to look good all year round - which is why Vistagreen was the ‘natural’ choice. 

A secondary benefit was to cover walls which were a mixture of new and old brick and didn’t 

match. 

PRODUCTS USED:
30 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 3 x Colour Boxes

CLAPHAM GARDEN 

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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ENTRANCE TO BASEMENT APARTMENT, 
CENTRAL LONDON 

The garden designers specified Vistagreen for this project to create a natural-looking green 

wall to soften what was a very unwelcoming entrance. They wanted to create a ‘wow’ factor, 

completely changing the energy of this building as visitors arrived. The solution was to offer a 

welcoming natural environment which would not be possible with real plants. Our products are 

perfect for situations like this as they are far more suitable than living alternatives.

DESIGN SOLUTION
So often in urban projects, space is a premium and to try to use real foliage in this restricted 

situation would have been impossible. The Vistagreen system takes up minimal space and can 

be used in areas like this where so many other solutions would be complicated, expensive and 

impractical. An additional benefit is that the Vistagreen product  can be cut to fit virtually any 

space and still look great.

PRODUCTS USED:
25 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 2 x Colour Boxes.

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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Vistagreen provided a striking, space-saving solution to creating beautiful greenery for this 

Central London garden. A large rear wall that is around 100 years old distinguishes the very 

shady area of this garden. Adding a vertical green wall would serve as the dominant feature 

of the small outdoors space, affording beautiful green views from every floor of the four-storey 

house. Creating a living green wall in this situation would have been extremely challenging, 

however, and only Vistagreen could provide a practical maintenance-free answer. 

DESIGN SOLUTION
To adhere our green panels to the highly uneven wall, we installed a cedar timber frame to serve 

as backdrop for the vertical garden, which perfectly framed the foliage. The wood lent both tonal 

and textural contrasts to the greenery and became a design focal point for this contemporary 

garden scheme. In addition, the wall was over 100 years old and was supported by steel plates. 

A real wall solution would have not been practical because of the weight issues with living green 

walls. Vistagreen panels require no maintenance and do not need watering or the use of heavy 

frames.

PRODUCTS USED:
40 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 3 x Colour Boxes. 

GARDEN, HOLBORN 

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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What was once a dull, lifeless courtyard wall became a veritable mini forest of lush greenery with 

the installation of Vistagreen’s mixed foliage panels. Staff at the property investment company 

in central London now delight in their courtyard garden, the rhapsodic sight of various plantings 

racing along its stretch of wall providing both a sense of calm and aesthetic pleasure. 

DESIGN SOLUTION
Previous attempts at live planting had failed due to relatively low levels of natural light reaching 

the area.  The Spartan look of the garden was uninspiring for those bolting from their desks for a 

quick break.  Now with a refreshing impasto of green, the internal courtyard garden serves as an 

inviting space for both guests and employees.

The density of the installation also produced an unintended but welcome acoustic bonus- 

soundproofing that minimised surrounding noise and heightened the calming effect of the 

space.

PRODUCTS USED:
45 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 6 x Colour Boxes.

COMPANY HEAD OFFICE, CAVENDISH SqUARE

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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This small, urban garden in West London had a dividing wall which the designer wanted to high-

light with a circular water feature, in keeping with the overall contemporary design.  

DESIGN SOLUTION
Vistagreen worked around the circular space to cover the wall with our Signature Panels, 

shaping them as needed around the water feature. This project gives an excellent example of 

the flexibility of our design solutions. This level of flexibility in installation allows designers to 

create spaces which cannot be practically be created in any other way. 

PRODUCTS USED:
14 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 1 x Colour Box.

CHESTER SqUARE, WEST LONDON

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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MAYFAIR ROOF TERRACE 

The design-conscious owners of this 7th-floor Mayfair apartment wanted to enhance their terrace 

to create a luxurious rooftop recreation area. Vistagreen’s cost-effective and maintenance-free 

cladding solutions are quick and easy to install, and this breathtaking artificial green wall was set 

up in only a day, transforming the terrace from bland to beautiful. It was a practical choice for a 

roof terrace too, as the UV-tested foliage options minimise fading in exposed situations.  

DESIGN SOLUTION
Vistagreen panels can be effortlessly fitted onto any surface with our cleverly designed wall 

fixing system. Discriminating clients likewise appreciate our attention to the smallest detail. The 

ultra-realistic foliage comes in a variety of lovely plant mixes that can be customised to client 

specification. Each panel seamlessly connects to the next, both visually as an organic design and 

in physical installation. Vistagreen‘s designers work hard to capture the exact colours, shadings, 

dimensions and movement of real plants. An issue here was weight and the Vistagreen system is 

perfect for providing a solution which is light and easy to install.

PRODUCTS USED:
20 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 2 x Colour Box .

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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The owners of this private home wanted to bring the outdoors and nature into their bathroom, 

creating the ultimate relaxation zone. Their vision could not be realised with live planting, 

however, because of physical restrictions, so Vistagreen’s luxurious panels offered an appealing 

aesthetic and practical alternative.  

DESIGN SOLUTION
The Vistagreen panels were customised to the design plan, covering surfaces from ceiling to 

floor, and around small sections of wall. The panels were cut into diagonal shapes and specific 

dimensions to fit the overall scheme. The designers appreciated the flexibility of our system, 

which allowed them to create a highly imaginative and stimulating bespoke environment. 

Space was saved by cutting around alcoves and windows.

PRODUCTS USED:
10 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 1 x Colour Box. 

BATHROOM, PRIVATE HOUSE, WEST LONDON 

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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LIGHT WELL INSTALLATION

Small projects as well as large can benefit from the potential offered by artificial greening, This 

modest yet effective installation provides an example of how the tasteful use of Vistagreen 

panels can enhance even the smallest spaces.  

DESIGN SOLUTION
The designers wanted to utilise greenery in their scheme without the cost of running a dedicated 

water supply to support a living wall system.  All it took was the addition of three Signature 

Panels to achieve the look. 

PRODUCTS USED:
3 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels.

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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FULHAM MEWS, WEST LONDON

To add visual interest to the outside space of this commercial development of upmarket flats 

in Fulham, the designer wanted us to create corridors of greenery, either blanketing walls 

(including brick piers) with cheerful foliage or crafting gallery-like picture frames on a succession 

of white walls. 

It was important that the planting would look full and healthy, giving the impression of a well-

established living wall while at the same time requiring little to no maintenance, given its position 

in a communal space. Vistagreen’s artificial green wall was the perfect solution, allowing thick 

green foliage with no need for upkeep or additional costs further down the line.

DESIGN SOLUTION
Our flexible panels allowed the wall to curve around an existing brick pillar, and be fixed to the 

walls without causing damage or needing any further planning permission. Plus, the durable 

‘evergreen’ nature of the wall was ideal for the changeable London weather. Water can percolate 

behind the panels, allowing them to be fitted in outdoor spaces without trapping water and 

causing damp, while our UV-tested ISO standard foliage resists fading in the sun.

Our Signature Panels were interspersed with lavenders from our Colour Boxes to create a burst 

of year-round colour in this inner city space.

PRODUCTS USED:
100 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 8 x Colour Box .

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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LUXURY COURTYARD, GREAT PETER STREET

What was once a bare wall in this private courtyard garden in London was transformed into an 

evergreen showcase by Vistagreen’s artificial green wall. Our Signature Panels, customised with 

lavender foliage from our Colour Box of mixed flowers and plants, created the perfect backdrop 

to the striking water feature and provided a burst of greenery without losing out on precious 

space.

DESIGN SOLUTION
Our artificial living wall system created the aesthetic of organic foliage, with our lush panels 

wrapping realistically around a supporting column on the property. Vistagreen provides 

attractive design solutions to urban garden spaces, which usually have to work around lighting, 

load-bearing and irrigation issues. Our lightweight steel panels can be easily fitted, with no need 

for a timber structure or planning permission, and allow for water to percolate behind them to 

prevent damp.

Where living plants would struggle to thrive in this low-light environment, and would require a 

watering system that would take up valuable space, our lightweight panels fit snugly against the 

wall without compromising the sites structural integrity. Plus, it could all be fitted in a day, with 

maintenance-free results that were no doubt a big draw for our client.

PRODUCTS USED:
100 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 9 x Colour Box.

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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KNIGHTSBRIDGE COURTYARD

This courtyard in one of Knightsbridge’s most expensive apartment blocks had only a large dull 

7m-high wall to look on to. The client  - an owner of a multi-national company in Asia - wanted 

to create a tranquil, relaxing environment in which to spend time reading and entertaining with 

both family and clients. The Vistagreen solution gave a more natural outlook from each level of 

the this prestigious duplex apartment in the heart of London.

DESIGN SOLUTION
The floor space was small (only 9m2), so Vistagreen’s vertical wall solution was a perfect choice. 

It allowed the designer to incorporate furniture and lighting into the area without losing any 

space. The green wall could be viewed from all the rooms, from basement to top floor, creating 

a stunning visual experience as you walk into the main living room and look down and up at this 

impressive display of colour. 

PRODUCTS USED:
60 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 4 x Colour Boxes. 

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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This stunning installation highlights both the aesthetic and the functional attributes of the 

Vistagreen solution. Located in one of Lisbon’s most expensive high streets, Avenida 252 is a 

chic property development hosting offices and retail stores. The huge 60m² suspended green 

wall was created using our Signature Panels, customised with grey foliage from our Colour Box 

to add depth and variation, and provided an eye-catching backdrop to the main reception area 

of this busy communal area. As the headquarters for a number of international businesses, the 

first impression visitors receive is important, and our artificial green wall was just the statement 

piece they were looking for. 

DESIGN SOLUTION
The architect was looking for a unique way to conceal the infrastructure behind the reception 

desk, but was limited as nothing could be attached to the existing structure. To solve this, our 

reseller Wonderwall, who represents us in Portugal, created an aluminium frame to hold the 

panels, which was then suspended from the ceiling. Our lightweight panels – weighing around 

7kg each – allowed this huge structure to be created, and because there was no need for a 

watering structure, as would have been required by a living wall, no extra weight had to be 

considered. Vistagreen’s artificial living wall provided a vibrant and maintenance-free solution 

that couldn’t be found anywhere else on the market. 

PRODUCTS USED:
100 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 5 x Colour Boxes.

AVENIDA 252, LISBON 

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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This stunning lead sculpture by Shaun Brosnan was the centrepiece of the garden, and the 

client and architect wanted to frame it in green foliage to enhance the effect. Vistagreen was the 

perfect answer to heighten the visual impact of this impressive piece.

DESIGN SOLUTION
The client wanted to use greenery to frame the sculpture and enhance the visual appearance. 

To do this, it was felt that Vistagreen could provide the only practical option. 

PRODUCTS USED:
3 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels.

SCULPTURE, MONTPELIER WALK, LONDON

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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MODERN RESIDENCE, NOTTING HILL GATE

The perfect piece de resistance for a modern mews… Especially a mews with limited natural 

light, due to the imposing surrounding properties. This Notting Hill Gate garden evoked the 

feel of a smart gallery with its state-of-the-art glazed rear elevation, but the garden space was 

severely restricted. A stunningly framed Vistagreen artificial green wall now looms dramatically 

over the entire high-walled space of this smart mews house. The playful random arrangement of 

ferns, grasses and delicate florals breaks the hard march of horizontals. 

DESIGN SOLUTION
Framed with white horizontal timber slatting, the Vistagreen green wall creates a dynamic mosaic 

of texture, form and colour; an instant floral tapestry filling the tall expanse of the courtyard 

garden enclosure and an instant showcase viewed from the front-door entrance of the property.

PRODUCTS USED:
50 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 6 x Colour Boxes.

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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CENTRAL LONDON ROOF GARDEN

The garden was designed and built by Paul Newman Landscapes. The brief from the client was 

to build a high-end contemporary usable space for the family to enjoy, and the final result was 

stunning. The Vistagreen artificial green wall formed a focal point on the roof terrace around the 

stainless-steel water feature and, with the addition of lighting, looks beautiful day and night. 

Lavender Colour Box insets were added to the foliage makeup of the wall to complement the 

olive trees and other planting used to create the roof garden. The green wall does not need a 

watering system or drainage and is virtually maintenance-free, which is a really important factor 

in any garden design. 

DESIGN SOLUTION
For many roof terraces, weight is important and space is a premium. Here, the landscaper 

cleverly designed the artificial wall to be clad to the chimney stack. This would not normally 

be possible because of the weight of a real green wall, but because the Vistagreen solution is 

approximately 7kg per panel, it didn’t add an excessive load. The unique Vistagreen fixing meant 

that the contractor only had to screw 40 to 50mm into the brickwork to secure the panels. The 

result is that no extra structure or supports were required and the artificial green wall could be 

installed quickly and efficiently, leaving the contractor more time to complete other tasks. 

PRODUCTS USED:
31 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 2 x Colour Boxes.

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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Vistagreen’s attractive design solutions were the perfect choice to refurbish the courtyard 

inside the Royal National Hotel on Russell Square into a stunning set piece, created by a young, 

contemporary design company to give the whole space a new lease of life. 

Our realistic artificial green wall transformed the courtyard, adding a swathe of natural colour 

to the atrium inside the well-known hotel, softening the existing concrete space and updating 

the 70’s aesthetic. Guests now look out to a truly inspiring view of luxuriant foliage, in a bright 

and pleasant area where they can enjoy their morning coffee or afternoon tea. With a swift one-

day installation, this transformation was quick as well as cost effective. This instant, low-cost 

solution transformed the character of the hotel, taking its interiors beyond the ordinary and 

giving it a modern and sleek finish to entice customers.

DESIGN SOLUTION
With the courtyard being exposed to the elements, it was important that the green wall would 

stand up to the changeable London weather. Our lightweight panels allow water to percolate 

behind them, preventing issues with damp. The synthetic plants also have an advantage over 

living plants, in that they don’t require the same level of maintenance or space. Living plants 

would need frequent care, and many would struggle to survive in the low light levels of this 

indoor courtyard. Our custom panels fit snugly against the wall and require no watering system 

or planning permission to install, making them the ideal solution to update this reception area.

Vistagreen’s Signature Panels transformed an uninteresting wall with our sumptuous greenery, 

customised with bursts of lavender, creating a stunning focal point visible from 50 metres away 

as guests approach the reception desk. This open-air space allowed for customers to enjoy a 

quiet coffee or afternoon tea in the tranquility of an intimate outside space.

PRODUCTS USED
65 x 80cm x 80cm Signature Panels; 6 x Colour Boxes.

ROYAL NATIONAL HOTEL, CENTRAL LONDON

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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Vistagreen is the perfect green wall solution for architects and landscape designers seeking to create the look 

of beautiful vertical green wall planting in any commercial or residential project - but without the hassle of 

real plants requiring natural light or ongoing maintenance.

Designed to perfectly mimic natural planting by an award-wining horticulturist with 25 years experience of 

building gardens for prestige clients.

BETTER THAN THE REAL THING
Beautiful, maintenance free, year-round displays suitable for all environments. Overlapping panels fit together 

seamlessly for continuous, natural-looking foliage.

DESIGNED TO LAST
Sturdy, lightweight design

Rigorously tested for UV stability

3 year guarantee (see terms)

Manufactured to quality Standard BS EN ISO 9001 and UV tested to ISO 4892-2:2013

Fire tested to certification BS EN ISO 13501-1:2007+A1:2009

STUNNING NATURALISTIC LOOK
Designed by an award-winning horticulturalist, with over 25 years’ experience perfecting gardens for 

world-famous clients.

Lush, realistic growing pattern transforms any space instantly.

Customisable with our Colour Boxes to create your own design.

For detailed guidance on measuring up and fitting, please see our separate 

TECHNICAL & INSTALLATION GUIDE. 

Technical Data

The Vistagreen Difference

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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The Vistagreen system has been rigorously tested and installed in a wide variety of challenging

environments, both internal and external. It is quick and easy to install, and requires no maintenance.

HIGHEST STANDARDS & 
PERFORMANCE
● Best green wall solution available

● Most realistic plants in the market

● Truly unique designs

● Easily customised to any style

● Hassle free & easy install

● Instant feature wall – all year round

● Suitable for all environments

● Lightweight system

● Allows free flow of air

● No maintenance

● Affordable

Why Specify Vistagreen?

TRIED & TESTED

● Three-panel solution

● Supplied as 80cm x 80cm panels

● Panel weight approximately  7kg

● Faster installation

● Gold standard in artificial green walls

● Fire test certification BS EN ISO 13501-1:2007+A1:2009

● UV tested ISO standard foliage

● Warranty is 3 years

● Fire-retardant options

● Wind tested

● Freeze tested

● Stress tested

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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Coverage Guide
The key component of Vistagreen’s unique artificial wall solution is the Signature Panel, which is used to 

create the stunning vertical gardens. It can be further customised if desired with add-on Colour Boxes 

to create personalised effects.

PANEL STYLES

● Unique 3 panel solution

● Each basic pack contains 3 Signature Panels 

● Each panel measures 80cm x 80cm

● One pack provides 1.92 m2 of coverage 

● The panels can be cut to fit bespoke areas 

● UV solar weather tested foliage (BS EN ISO 4892-2:2013) 

● Light weight aerated system

● No maintenance

● Manufactured to BS EN ISO 9001 Standards

 Its made the area, an area of 
 thorough enjoyment winter, 

summer anytime. Perfect. 
Mrs C Frugler

Side profile - 

protrudes up 

to 200mm

Each signature panel has been carefully designed to mimic the growing 

patters and movement of natural foliage and to prevent any visible 

repetition in planting.

Personalise with colour boxes. Signature panels can be enhanced with the purchase of colour boxes.

Colour Box packs contain individual plants that can be inserted and secured by tying in  into the basic 

panels to customise the look.

Finished projects  using the Signature panel.

Signature Panel

Heathrow T5       Company head office             Avenida Libertad - Lisbon

“ “
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Customised with Colour Boxes
Inspire by nature Vistagreen Signature Panels can be customised with our Colour Box packs, which contain 

individual plants that can be inserted and secured by tying in to Panels to create a totally bespoke look. 

They offer endless ways to customise your wall with a vibrant selection of natural hues. Simply slot them 

into the Signature Panel wherever you want them.

● Available in 3 varieties: Soft Lavender, Delicate White and Lush Green 

● Each Colour Box contains  plants which will give coverage for 12 Signature  Panels

● Create your own style by mixing colour boxes together, bolder groups of plants and drifts of flowers 

Creating a truly bespoke wall is simple, using add-on Colour Box packs.

Plants and grasses are simply fixed into the installed Signature Panels to customise the finished effect.

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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Soft Lavender Colour Box

Use these cool-toned plants, as you please, simply 

slotting them into the Signature Panel where you 

want them. Each Colour Box  contains enough plants 

to personalise 12 Signature Panels.

Add bursts of blue

Luxury courtyard at Great Peter Street

Knightsbridge courtyardLondon garden

Finished projects 
using the Soft Lavender 

Colour Box

Cascading greens blended 
with stunning blue lavender 
and blossoms

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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Delicate White Colour Box

Use these delicate plants, as you please, simply 

slotting them into the Signature Panel where you 

want them. Each Colour Box  contains enough 

plants to personalise 12 Signature Panels.

Add bursts of white

Abigail & Winston - Nottinghill garden

Finished projects 
using the Delicate White 

Colour Box

Lovely mix of summer 
blossoms and grasses dotted 
with delicate white flowers

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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Lush Green Colour Box

Use these lush plants, as you please, simply slotting 

them into the Signature Panel where you want them. 

Each Colour Box  contains enough plants to 

personalise 12 Signature Panels.

Add bursts of green  

A tumble of wild grasses and 
earthy ferns merged with green 
fused and delicate flowers

Fulham basement

Portuguese restaurantKingston Hilton

Finished projects 
using the Lush Green

Colour Box

Glasgow Fort

GREENROOFSOLUTIONS.com
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